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Abstract

The performance of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) solar cells is limited by the presence of the

highly recombinative CIGS/Mo interface. The recombination at the CIGS/Mo interface

is influential for the open circuit voltage (VOC) in high quality CIGS absorbers with

increased charge carriers diffusion length. A quantitative understanding of the role of

the Ga back grading height (ΔGGI) in suppressing back interface recombination is

needed. In this work, we take advantage of a low temperature process to modify the

ΔGGI while keeping the composition in the notch and front regions almost unchanged.

Improvement in both VOC deficit and time-resolved photoluminescence lifetime are

observed with increasing ΔGGI. With a combination of back surface modification

experiments and numerical simulations, we quantify a voltage loss in ungraded devices

of approximately 100 mV solely from the back interface recombination. Nice agree-

ment between simulation and experimental data is reached while constraining the

values of possible diffusion lengths. Our results suggest that a ΔGGI of about 0.50 is

required to effectively suppress the back interface recombination, highlighting the

importance of grading control in high-performance CIGS solar cells and devices.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Thin film solar cells based on polycrystalline Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) have

reached efficiencies of 23.35%1 on glass and 20.8%2 on flexible sub-

strates thanks to years of intensive research and continuous investiga-

tions. High efficiency CIGS absorbers are commonly designed with

varying [Ga]/([Ga] + [In]) (GGI) ratios throughout the thickness. The

value of GGI affects the bandgap through the position of the

conduction band minimum but has little effect on the valence band

maximum.3 In typical double-graded CIGS absorbers, the Ga concen-

tration first decreases from the CdS/CIGS interface to a minimum

inside the absorber, which is known as 'notch', and then increases

towards the CIGS/Mo back interface.4 The Ga back grading plays an

important role in minimizing the recombination at the CIGS/Mo inter-

face by reducing the electron density in its vicinity. To increase the

efficiency of CIGS solar cells towards the theoretical limit, it is

required to gain a comprehensive understanding of electrical loss

mechanisms caused by different back grading profiles.
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The concept of Ga back grading was first introduced by Contreras

et al.5 Since this breakthrough, Ga back grading was widely investi-

gated by both simulations and experiments. Dullweber et al.6 reported

that the back grading suppresses back interface recombination and

results in a significant enhancement in the open circuit voltage (VOC).

Following studies also showed the instrumental influence of notch

position, the ratio of back and front grading heights7,8 and explored

different defect models and doping concentrations.9 Moreover,

addressing the back interface recombination is crucial with thin or

ultra-thin CIGS absorbers.10,11 Despite diverse research results, a

wide range of back grading height (ΔGGI) values are reported for high

efficiency solar cells,1,2,12,13 generally ranging from 0.15 to 0.60.

There is no conclusive agreement about minimum required ΔGGI. In

addition, the quality of state-of-the-art absorbers considerably

improved following breakthroughs and developments of the past

10 years, leading to longer diffusion length.14 It makes the control of

back interface recombination become even more critical. A quantita-

tive assessment of the impact of ΔGGI on the electrical losses is

therefore required. However, experimental investigations are not

straightforward, because tuning the ΔGGI value generally also affects

the elemental distributions in the notch and front regions, introducing

other dependencies in the electrical loss difficult to disentangle.

In this work, we take advantage of a low-temperature CIGS depo-

sition process (≈450�C) to modify the back grading. The less pro-

nounced In-Ga inter-diffusion at low temperature allows an improved

control and steeper slopes of the GGI grading.15 It also allows for

almost unchanged grading in the notch and front region. We compare

the experimental VOC deficit (VOC,def = Eg / q - VOC) and changes in

VOC calculated from time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) tran-

sients in absorbers with different back grading heights. We modify

the back surfaces of CIGS absorbers to assess the influence of back

surface recombination as a limiting factor for higher VOC. Further-

more, numerical simulations of voltage loss for absorbers with differ-

ent ΔGGI and diffusion lengths are also performed and further

compared with experimental data. Our work provides direct guidelines

to design graded absorbers with reducing voltage loss for high effi-

ciency CIGS solar cells. The methodology developed in this study can

help research groups and industries to improve the control on back

grading height and further quantify and minimize the electrical loss

arising from back interface recombination.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATIONS

CIGS absorbers were grown by co-evaporation method with a multi-

stage low-temperature deposition process (about 450�C) as described

in Avancini et al.16 on Mo-coated (approx. 500 nm thick by sputtering)

soda-lime glass substrates. A SiOx barrier layer below the Mo back

contact was deposited by reactive sputtering to prevent uncontrolled

diffusion of alkali elements from the substrates. The multi-stage co-

evaporation process consists of: a first stage (≈350�C) in which Ga

and In are evaporated; a second stage (≈450�C) in which Cu is evapo-

rated while In and Ga evaporation rates are reduced by about one

order of magnitude; a third stage (≈450�C) in which only Ga and In

are deposited to reach an overall Cu-poor composition. Se overpressure

is provided throughout all stages. During the third stage, In evaporation

rate is kept constant while the Ga rate is slightly increased, leading to

the desired front grading. At the end of the deposition, the In shutter is

closed for 30 seconds after the Ga shutter. A series of samples with dif-

ferent ΔGGI was produced by modifying In and Ga rates in the first

stage as discussed in details in Section 3. The absorbers were sequen-

tially treated with sodium fluoride (NaF) and rubidium fluoride (RbF)

post-deposition treatments (PDTs) of 20 minutes each in Se ambient at

about 350�C. The integrated GGI and [Cu]/([Ga] + [In]) (CGI) values of

CIGS absorbers were determined by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) measure-

ments, previously calibrated with a reference.

The cells were completed with a 30 nm cadmium sulfide (CdS)

buffer layer by chemical bath deposition, an RF-sputtered window

layer consisting of a 80 nm intrinsic zinc oxide (ZnO) and a 200 nm Al-

doped (Al2O3 2wt.%) ZnO, electron beam evaporated Ni/Al grids and

a MgF2 anti-reflective coating. Cells of approximately 0.57 cm2 area

were defined by mechanical scribing. A 30 nm Al2O3 passivation layer

was deposited on the back side of selected CIGS absorbers by the

atomic layer deposition (ALD) to modify the back interface recombi-

nation after Mo delamination. The process was performed at a sub-

strate temperature of 200�C with argon as carrier gas at a pressure of

25 Pa in a Fiji G2 system (Veeco Instruments Inc.). The precursors

were trimethylaluminium TMA and H2O. The growth rate was deter-

mined by ellipsometry on Si (100) reference substrates and linear

growth was observed with a rate of 0.99 Å cycle−1.

Current–voltage (J–V) parameters were measured using a four-

terminal Keithley 2400 source meter under standard test conditions

(25�C, 1000 W/m2 AM1.5G illumination, ABA-class sun simulator).

External quantum efficiency (EQE) was measured using a chopped illu-

mination from a halogen light source, wavelength-selected with a

double-grating monochromator. A halogen lamp bias with about 0.2

sun intensity was applied during the measurements. A certified Si

solar cell was used for calibration. Capacitance–voltage (C-V) profiles

were measured with an Agilent E4980A LCR meter at a frequency of

1 kHz and a temperature of 300 K. Carrier concentrations were

extracted from the apparent doping curve at an applied voltage of

zero assuming an n+p junction.

Compositional depth profiles were measured by time-of-flight

secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). The primary beam was

25 keV Bi+ with total current of 0.6 pA and a raster size of 100 × 100

μm2. The sputtering beam was 250 nA, 2 keV O2+ with an on-sample

area of 300 × 300 μm2. GGI depth profiles were determined by scal-

ing the elemental traces with integral GGI values obtained from XRF.

TRPL measurements were performed using a 639 nm diode laser with

100 ps pulse duration as excitation source, and an InGaAs photo-

multiplier in combination with a PicoQuant time correlated single pho-

ton counting electronics for signal acquisition. Pulse repetition rates

were 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1 MHz for the absorbers before delamination,

after delamination and after Al2O3 deposition. The illumination spot

size was around 130 μm diameter. The corresponding photon density

was around 7 × 1011 cm−2 per pulse. Before TRPL measurements, the
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window layers were etched away in acetic acid, leaving a thin CdS

layer on the absorber. Cross-section images were acquired using a

Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron microscope (SEM).

Numerical simulations were carried out within the framework of

Sentaurus drift-diffusion simulator from Synopsis.17 A double graded

absorber with a thickness of 2 μm has been considered and divided

into three different regions, namely the front grading, notch and back

grading. The front grading and notch are kept constant whereas the

back grading was modified to obtain several GGI profiles with ΔGGI

ranging from 0 to approximately 0.8 (See Figure S1). More details and

material parameters used can be found elsewhere.14

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Back grading modification

In this study, Ga back gradings were tuned by changing the evapora-

tion rates of In and Ga during the first coevaporation stage, as shown

in Figure 1A. Solid lines show the evaporation rates of our reference

process, estimated from the sources temperature setpoints. Three dif-

ferent approaches are investigated to modify the back gradings. The

corresponding samples are identified with R, G, I and O letters, rep-

resenting reference, Ga series, In series and early stage In-free series.

For comparison, the depth profile of reference R1 is shown in

Figure 1(B), (C) and (D) as a reference. The height of the back grading is

measured with the quantity ΔGGI, defined as the difference between

the minimum GGI value in the notch and its maximum near the back

interface. The equivalent Eg energy is calculated by Equation (1).18

Eg = 1:004ð1−GGIÞ+ 1:663GGI−0:033GGIð1−GGIÞ ð1Þ

In the first and second approach, we implemented steeper gal-

lium source cooling rates (dashed blue line G in Figure 1A), and

steeper indium source heating rates (dashed green line I in

Figure 1A) in the first stage. However, the attempts only resulted

in moderate changes in the corresponding composition profiles

shown in Figure 1B,C.

A third approach was developed to further increase ΔGGI: the

indium shutter is kept closed during the initial minutes of the deposi-

tion process, while the source temperature settings were the same as

those for the baseline process, as illustrated by an orange block (O) in

Figure 1A. Therefore, the absorber is In-free during the initial minutes

of the deposition process. The corresponding depth profiles are

shown in Figure 1D. With this approach, the highest ΔGGI value of

0.5 was obtained, equivalent to about 0.33 eV. In the different deposi-

tion runs, Ga and In source temperatures were adjusted by small con-

stant offsets over the whole process, in order to compensate for drifts

in the source evaporation yields and achieve similar integrated GGI

and optical bandgaps. Table 1 compares the J-V parameters of solar

cells with different ΔGGI investigated in this study. Detailed process

sequences for each sample can be found in Table S1. Integrated GGI

values for those samples range from 0.28 to 0.35 and CGI values are

almost within the confidence interval of the composition measure-

ments. Short-circuit current density (JSC) is in good agreement with

calculated EQE currents and the fill factor (FF) is similar for all sam-

ples. The most sensitive parameter is the VOC, which is analyzed in

the following.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F IGURE 1 (A) Schematic representation of a multi-stage deposition with indicative Cu, In, Ga evaporation rates. The solid lines represent the
baseline process. The dashed lines and orange block show three different approaches to modify the back grading. (B) GGI and Eg depth profiles
for different Ga source cooling rates. Eg is calculated by Equation (1). (C) GGI and Eg depth profiles for different In source heating rates. (D) GGI
and Eg depth profiles for different In-free periods in early stage In-free series [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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In addition to the composition profiles, the microstructure in the

front and notch was investigated by cross-section SEM to identify

possible deterioration of the microstructure. As shown in Figure 2A,

the grain size is similar for all the absorbers in the front and notch

regions. A decrease in grain size is only observed towards the back,

especially for absorbers with high ΔGGI. This observation is consis-

tent with existing reports describing a decrease in grain size with

increased Ga content.19

Apart from changes in the microstructure, the presence of struc-

tural and electronic defects is also investigated through the Urbach

tails.20 The Urbach energy (EU) is estimated from the quasi-

exponential decay in the long wavelength edge in the EQE curves.2 As

shown in Figure 2B, there is no clear trend of EU with ΔGGI. The pre-

cision on the values is not better than ±2 meV due to the presence of

interference fringes in the EQE spectra. The values derived from EQE

measurements are typically slightly larger than those derived from PL,

due to the higher energy range for which the fit is performed.

GGI depth profiles, SEM cross-sectional images and extracted EU

show no noticeable impact on the front and notch regions from

increased ΔGGI at least up to 0.5. Therefore, different electrical loss

between samples is mostly caused by different back recombination,

instead of changed properties either in the front or notch regions.

3.2 | VOC deficit and ΔGGI

To see the effect of ΔGGI on the electrical loss, VOC,def is also given in

Table 1, which is calculated from the Eg energy and VOC. The Eg value

TABLE 1 Composition of CIGS absorbers with different ΔGGI and the corresponding J-V parameters

Sample GGI CGI Eg(eV) ΔGGI

Photovoltaic parameters

VOC deficit (V)VOC (V) JSC (mA cm−2) FF (%) PCE (%)

R1 0.31 0.86 1.144 0.20 0.686 35.3 77.6 18.8 0.458

R2 0.32 0.87 1.142 0.20 0.679 36.3 77.5 19.1 0.463

G1 0.33 0.88 1.138 0.21 0.687 35.2 77.1 18.7 0.451

G2 0.34 0.90 1.140 0.23 0.695 35.6 76.9 19.0 0.445

I1 0.34 0.88 1.147 0.26 0.703 35.0 76.8 19.0 0.444

I2 0.32 0.91 1.137 0.25 0.693 35.6 77.1 19.0 0.444

I3 0.31 0.88 1.123 0.32 0.697 35.8 76.4 19.1 0.429

I4 0.28 0.88 1.121 0.29 0.685 36.7 77.4 19.5 0.436

O1 0.34 0.89 1.132 0.41 0.707 36.0 77.0 19.6 0.425

O2 0.35 0.90 1.150 0.43 0.723 35.2 77.5 19.7 0.427

O3 0.34 0.87 1.135 0.50 0.716 35.4 76.2 19.3 0.419

(A) (B)

F IGURE 2 (A) SEM cross-section images for solar cells (R1, I3, O1 and O3) with different ΔGGI. An increased Ga content towards the back of the
absorber leads to reduced grain size at back region, while the microstructure in the front and notch regions appear unchanged. (B) Urbach energy (EU)
versus different ΔGGI. No clear correlation is evidenced between EU and ΔGGI [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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was determined by linear extrapolation of the plot ((photon energy ×

EQE)2 vs. photon energy) for values between 25% and 75% of the

EQE maximum.

Figure 3A shows the change of VOC,def values with different

ΔGGI. An evident improvement in VOC,def with higher ΔGGI is

observed. The VOC,def values improved by about 35 mV when ΔGGI is

increased from 0.20 to 0.32. For ΔGGI increase from 0.32 to 0.50, an

additional VOC gain of 10 mV is observed. However, this 10 mV gain

can also be explained by sample to sample variation, measurement

uncertainty or Eg extraction. To obtain more solid evidence on the

improved VOC,def in the full range of ΔGGI, TRPL measurements were

conducted and are discussed in following sections.

J-V curves of two solar cells (G1 and O3) with similar Eg but dif-

ferent ΔGGI (0.21 and 0.50) are compared in Figure 3B. The

corresponding Eg extractions are shown in the inset. Sample O3

exhibits a strongly increased VOC due to higher ΔGGI. The JSC is com-

parable for both solar cells, consistent with their similar bandgaps.

Due to the improvement in VOC, photovoltaic conversion efficiency

(PCE) is increased from 18.7% to 19.3%. PCE of the champion cell in

this study is about 19.7%.

3.3 | TRPL lifetime and ΔGGI

VOC,def is a device parameter related to overall electrical loss at the

device level whereasTRPL decays provide direct information of carrier

dynamics in the absorbers that can be linked to its material quality.

Therefore, the relationship between TRPL lifetime and ΔGGI is inves-

tigated to see if high ΔGGI values up to at least 0.50 still contributes

to reduction in electrical losses, as discussed in Section 3.2.

TRPL measurements were performed on selected absorbers

covering different ΔGGI values as shown in Figure 4A. The decays

were fitted from 20 ns to 500 ns by a two-exponential formula

(Equation 2) with two time constants (τ1 and τ2). The effective life-

time τeff is calculated using Equation (3). As visible in Figure 4A

absorbers with high ΔGGI show considerably longer lifetimes as

compared with low ΔGGI ones, suggesting a reduction in back inter-

face recombination.

Y =A1exp −
t
τ1

� �
+A2exp −

t
τ2

� �
ð2Þ

(A) (B)

F IGURE 3 (A) VOC,def of the investigated samples as a function of their ΔGGI values. (B) J-V curves and Eg extraction for two selected solar
cells with similar Eg but different ΔGGI values [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(A) (B)

F IGURE 4 (A) TRPL transients of absorbers with different ΔGGI. The black lines are best 2-exponential fits to the data from 20 to 500 ns.
(B) ΔVOC calculated from different figures of merit using Equation (5) as function of the experimental cell VOC,def [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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τeff =
A1τ1 +A2τ2
A1 +A2

ð3Þ

We further calculated the theoretical change in VOC based

on TRPL decays. Equation (4) describes the relationship between

achievable VOC and external light emitting-diode quantum efficiency

(EQELED).
21 From this, the difference in achievable VOC (ΔVOC) of dif-

ferent samples is evaluated according to Equation (5). Here, we esti-

mated the ratio of EQELED with the ratio of different figure of merits

(FOMs) from the TRPL data. The absorber with a ΔGGI of 0.20 was

chosen as the reference providing a ΔVOC of 0 mV.

Vnon-rad
OC;def =V

rad
OC−VOC = −

kT
q
lnðEQELEDÞ ð4Þ

ΔVOC =Vnon-rad
OC;def ref

−Vnon-rad
OC;def sample

=
kT
q
ln

EQELED;sample

EQELED;ref

� �

=
kT
q
ln

FOMsample

FOMref

� � ð5Þ

Three different FOMs are established to compare the EQELED of

different samples relatively: (1) τeff, (2) A1 × τ1 + A2 × τ2 and (3) NCV

×τeff. For τeff, it was assumed that the doping density is the same for

those absorbers. For the second FOM, the prefactors (A1 and A2) were

taken into account. The sum of prefactor terms are assumed to be

proportional to the doping density of the absorbers. For the third

FOM, the doping density NCV extracted directly from C-V measure-

ments at V=0 (See Figure S2) is used instead of prefactors from TRPL

decays. Figure 4B shows the relationship between calculated ΔVOC

from those three FOMs and VOC,def measured from cells. Among

them, τeff gives a better correlation with VOC,def from cells. This can be

explained by the non-uniform doping density distribution within a

sample. While the bandgaps were always extracted from EQE mea-

surement of the best cell in the sample, TRPL and C-V measurements

were performed on the cells close to the best cell. To avoid the varia-

tions from the doping density, different calculated ΔVOC will be fur-

ther discussed in Section 3.5.

3.4 | Back surface modification

In addition to back interface recombination, variations in TRPL decays

may also arise from different non-radiative recombination rates else-

where, for example, within the bulk of the absorber. To extract the

effect solely from the increasing ΔGGI, we further measured TRPL

decays on the same series of samples after different modifications of

the back interface. It also helps to understand how far high graded

CIGS absorbers are from the ideal case (i.e. no back interface

recombination).

After the initial measurement described in Section 3.3, the CIGS

absorbers were mechanically delaminated from the molybdenum

back contact with a transparent epoxy glue, as depicted in Figure 5A.

The exposed CIGS/air interface results in a lower back surface recom-

bination velocity22 than the CIGS/Mo contact. After TRPL characteri-

zation, the back surface was further passivated by 30 nm Al2O3

deposited by ALD. The concept of Al2O3 passivation was shown to

effectively reduce recombination at CIGS/Mo23 or CIGS/air inter-

faces.24 According to the literature,22-25 those three different back

surfaces cover different values of surface recombination velocity,

ranging from about 107 to 102 cm/s.

Figure 5B displays the TRPL results obtained with different sam-

ple configurations. We observe an increase in lifetime after delamina-

tion, and a further increase after Al2O3 deposition. Improvements are

especially significant for absorbers with low ΔGGI values, being three-

fold for ΔGGI= 0.20 and only 1.25 times for ΔGGI = 0.50 after delami-

nation. This is explained by the reduced electron density at the back

with higher ΔGGI, resulting in a lesser sensitivity to the surface

recombination velocity value. The three-fold increase for ΔGGI = 0.20

can be attributed to the difference of interface recombination velocity

at CIGS/air (on the order of 103 cm/s) and CIGS/Mo (>106 cm/s). As

example, Figure 5C,D shows TRPL decays for samples with low and

high ΔGGI. The decays are very similar for high ΔGGI, while being

very different for small ΔGGI. It suggests that back surface recombi-

nation is a strong limiting factor for VOC, and that its effect can be

observed with ΔGGI values up to 0.50. In addition, the τeff value is still

slightly improved with increasing ΔGGI after 30 nm Al2O3 deposition.

This can be explained by a low but non-negligible recombination at

CIGS/air interface,22 further passivated by Al2O3.

3.5 | Numerical simulation

To support the experimental findings of Figure 5, we carried out finite

element modelling simulations. Here we are interested in the effect of

back recombination solely from varying ΔGGI and its implications on

VOC. Different bandgap profiles are implemented into 2 μm-thick

absorbers, in which only the back grading has been modified to

achieve ΔGGI values ranging from 0 to a maximum of 0.8. For simplic-

ity, back recombination velocity is fixed to Sb » 107 cms−1. Other

recombination velocities found at CIGS/Mo interface (e.g. 106 cms−1

in Weiss et al.22) also show similar results in our simulation. Since

back recombination is highly sensitive to the diffusion length of car-

riers, that is, Ld =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kT
q μτ

q
, we consider a wide range of carrier mobility

μ (12.5 cm2V−1s−1 to 200 cm2V−1s−1) and τ (approximately 100 to

800 ns) covering the range of values typically found experimentally.

The ΔVOC of a simulated device is calculated as the VOC difference

from that with highest ΔGGI of 0.80.

Experimentally, it is difficult to exclude effects on VOC arising

from deviations in absorber doping concentration or bandgap that

could occur between different growth runs. Thus, instead of Equa-

tion (5), we compute the relative ΔVOC before and after delamination

(Equation 6), for absorbers with different ΔGGI. By doing this, possi-

ble deviations in the aforementioned material properties (doping or

Eg) are discriminated for the same absorber and the effect of ΔGGI

can be analyzed.
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Figure 6 shows simulation results for several Ld values as a function

of ΔGGI, together with the experimental ΔVOC calculated by Equa-

tion (6) (orange circles) of the samples listed inTable 1. Two dashed lines

in Figure 6 establish the upper and lower bound for Ld values that could

reproduce the experimental results (Ld between 3.6 and 14.4 μm), which

are in good agreement with other reports.13,14,22 The solid lines are

shown as extreme instances to exemplify the degree of VOC loss

sensitivity with respect to Ld. The VOC loss is strongly dependent on the

Ld value but almost insensitive to the actual combination of μ and τ used

to obtain the Ld value. From Section 3.4 and Figure 5B, we expect a τeff

around 400 ns in our absorbers. By assuming a τeff of 400 ns, mobilities

in the range of 12.5 to 200 cm2V−1s−1 are suggested, with the best fit

corresponding to μ=50 cm2V−1s−1 and Ld approximately 7 μm, which

are in good agreement with.22 Within this range of Ld values, simulations

confirm that ΔGGI = 0.3 leads to a significant voltage loss about 7 to

20 mV. The voltage loss becomes insignificant (<5 mV) for ΔGGI around

0.5, independently of the Ld value. Hence, a ΔGGI ≥ 0.5 is needed to

ensure a voltage loss below 5 mV, especially with long diffusion length.

Finally, we use the simulations to quantify the beneficial impact of the

backgrading. We quantify a substantial voltage gain around 91 ± 28 mV

between ΔGGI=0 and ΔGGI=0.3, with deviations defined by the two

dashed lines of Figure 6. This value is consistent with what is reported

in Feurer et al.26 (114 mV) for a pure CuInSe2 case.

VOC loss = −
kT
q
ln

τeff; after del
τeff; before del

� �
ð6Þ

4 | CONCLUSION

We have successfully modified the height of the compositional back

grading ΔGGI in CIGS absorbers for solar cells applications. The com-

bination of low substrate temperature and early stage In-free

coevaporation allows to widely tune the ΔGGI value without signifi-

cant changes in microstructure and structural disorder in the low

F IGURE 6 Experimental and simulation results for the estimation
of VOC loss. Orange circles are the VOC loss calculated from
experimental TRPL decays (Equation 6) before and after delamination.
For simulated absorbers, two solid curves depict the upper and lower
limit of Ld (1.8 to 20.3 μm). Two dashed curves correspond to the range
of Ld (3.6 to 14.4 μm) fitting best our experimental results (orange data
points) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(A) (C)

(B) (D)

F IGURE 5 (A) Schematics of back surface modification and the corresponding TRPL measurements. (B) TRPL τeff for absorbers in three
different sample configurations. (C) TRPL decays for the absorbers with ΔGGI = 0.20, and (d) ΔGGI = 0.50 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Eg notch and front regions of the absorber, as indicated by SEM

and Urbach energy values. This allows a more rigorous comparison

between cells with different ΔGGI in this study.

The VOC,def improves up to a ΔGGI value of about 0.50, and TRPL

τeff shows a similar trend with increased ΔGGI. We observe a strong

correlation between VOC,def calculated from cells and voltage losses

ΔVOC estimated from TRPL τeff. In addition, absorbers with high ΔGGI

show less sensitivity of the TRPL decays to modifications of the back

surface properties, i.e. different recombination velocity. We conclude

that back surface recombination affects device performance in a

measurable manner up to a ΔGGI of 0.50. We also quantify the impact

of diffusion length on the voltage loss from the back interface with

numerical simulations. Reasonable parameter sets yield VOC loss trends

in good agreement with our experimental results. We believe our results

will provide useful guidelines for designing GGI profiles for high-quality

CIGS absorbers. The proposed In-free process step makes it easier to

optimize ΔGGI for existing baseline processes while maintaining almost

unchanged composition and properties in the front and notch.
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